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can dominate. As a result, it gives inaccurate results in scarcely
populated systems, in systems with a dominant interferer, and
in systems operating on multipath fading channels [4]. For
such cases the GA returns very optimistic results. Recent
works indicate that the validity of the GA in UWB-IR systems
also depends on the data rate [5] and pulse repetition frequency
[6]. Moreover, when considering power unbalanced systems
typically present in case of ad hoc networks, the GA suffers a
lack of accuracy in scenarios with low spatial density of the
interfering users [7].
Existing work on the modelling of the bit error rate (BER)
performance assuming a non-Gaussian approach include the
Quadrature rule approximation [8], characteristic function
technique [9], [10] or Poisson distribution modelling [11]. In
most of the papers, simple additive white Gaussian channels,
perfect power control and bipolar pulse amplitude or pulse
position modulation are considered. Another approach is taken
in [12], where a method is provided to compute the conditional
BER given some realizations of the channels. Although this
technique is much simpler than the others, it is assumed that
no inter-symbol interference (ISI) nor inter-pulse interference
(IPI) is present.
In this paper, we characterize the BER performance of
scarcely populated high data rate coded UWB-IR systems
operating on the IEEE 802.15.3a multipath fading channels
using Monte Carlo simulations. Effects of both types of interference, namely ISI and IPI, are considered. Furthermore, we
investigate the performance of previously proposed interleaved
coding-modulation [13] applied in combination with superorthogonal convolutional (SOC) coding or frame repetition
(FR). Tests are conducted in a multi-user scenario focusing
on the design of time-hopping (TH)-like sequences that are
used for chip interleaving. Our results indicate that a deterministic interleaver based on hyperbolic congruence sequences
may perform similarly to the random interleavers with the

Abstract- Interleaved coding-modulation (ICM) is a recently
proposed method for ultra-wideband impulse radio (UWBIR) systems. ICM exploits the concept of chip interleaving,
allowing to alleviate the problem of inter-symbol and inter-pulse
interference commonly present in high data rate UWB-IR
systems. In this paper, previous work on ICM is extended to
scarcely populated multi-user scenarios. A novel design of a
deterministic chip interleaver based on time-hopping hyperbolic
congruence sequences is proposed. Furthermore, the main
parameters of the random and hyperbolic interleavers are
reviewed. The obtained results indicate that the proposed type
of interleaver yields similar performance to random interleavers
but with the advantage of simpler implementation.
Index Terms- Ultra-wideband, channel coding, multi-user
system, inter-symbol interference, interleaving, multipath.
I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most promising candidates for future Wireless
Local Area Networks (WLANs) and Personal Area Networks
(PANs) is Ultra-Wideband (UWB) technology. A UWB system
is defined as any communication system operating on a continuous frequency bandwidth larger than or equal to 500 MHz
[1]. UWB is characterized by distinctive properties that stem
mainly from the utilization of the extremely wide bandwidth,
i.e, support for a high date rate (>100 Mbps) transmission,
immunity to multipath, and fine spatial and time resolution.
Since UWB communication systems are primarily designed
for indoor applications, it is important to assure the coexistence
of a number of transmitters in the covered area. In existing
studies on multi-user interference (MUI) in UWB-IR systems,
a Gaussian approximation (GA) is often used to model the
interference stemming from the concurrent transmitters as an
additive Gaussian process having uniform power spectrum
over the bandwidth of interest [2], [3]. However, to be valid,
the GA requires a large number of mutually independent random variables when no single variable or a group of variables
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advantage of simple implementation. In our system model, the
considered modulation is differential autocorrelation signalling
with a single delay branch allowing for a simplified receiver
architecture.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
considered UWB-IR system model with particular insight into
the principle of building the chip interleaver. Moreover, a
detailed description of investigated sequences is provided. Section III focuses on the interleaver parameters characterization.
In Section IV the BER results are presented together with a
discussion. Section V concludes the paper.

B. UWB-IR Receiver
The modeled UWB-IR receiver architecture is shown in
Fig. 1. The received signal over a multipath fading channel in
an U multi-user system can be expressed as

r"/(t) = rll'() (t) + I (t) + n (t):

(2)

where r/'1) (t) is the useful signal given by

(1) (t)

//

A 1s (1) (t)

=

* g (l)

(t)
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(3)

and I(t) is the multi-user interference term expressed as

TI(t)

II. SYSTEM MODEL
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A. UWB-IR Transmitter

and n(t) is additive white Gaussian noise. The channel impulse
response of user h is denoted by h(K) (t). In our system model,
we assume perfect power control, i.e., the signal amplitudes
satisfy A1 = A2 = ... = A, = ... = Au. Furthermore, we
assume that the impulse responses of the front-ends of every
user's transceiver are the same, i.e., g(1) (t) = g(2) (t)
g('i) (t) = ... = g (U) (t).
The received sequence for one data packet may be expressed
as r" = (rU', rjr', ..., r9l ), where r$' is the waveform r"(t) on
the interval [iTW, (i+ 1)T1]. The first operation upon receiving
the signal is chip deinterleaving, rl- l( r/) yielding a sequence
z = rl'-(r") = (zo, z1, ..., ZN- ). Next, pulse de-grouping
and time-filtering operations are performed resulting in the
z,,lZN-1), where zl = ZiNfNP±mm,CJT
sequence z = (Z,1
V0 < I < N -1, V0 < i < Nd- 1,andV0<m<
j, and ij= O if i j.
Np- 1, where ij = i
The pseudorandom assignment code used to distinguish the
users and known at the receiver is c = (co, cl, ..., CNf 1) with
values ci C {0, 1,..., Np- 1}, Vi. It is important to notice
that the time-filtering operation boils down to selecting these
chips from the sequence z that originally carried pulses at the
transmitter side. The rest of the chips in the sequence z are zero
padded. The result of deinterleaving is fed to the demodulator
that correlates the signal with its symbol-delayed version as
y
T+T

Generation of the transmitted signal waveform for one
data packet is performed in the following way. A sequence
of Ntl information bits u = (O, U1, ..., UN -1) is encoded
according to the selected encoding function o resulting in
a code bit sequence d = o(u) = (do, d, ..., dNd -1), where
Nd denotes the number of code bits/modulation symbols in
a packet. The considered modulation is of order one. A
bijection o transforms a block of k bits into a block of n
bits. In general, ~o(x) is a sequence obtained by partitioning
the sequence x into subsequences of length k and applying o
on every subsequence. For a special case, when k = n(= 1),
= x and hence there is no channel coding. Code bits di
are fed into a differential autocorrelator bi = bi- ( -2di),
Vi C {O, 1, ..., Nd 1 } which delivers a sequence of modulated
symbols b (bo, bl,... bNd-1), where Nd can be calculated
as Nd = 'Nu.
The next operation is pulse grouping that results in a
sequence s = (sO, s, ..., SN ), where si = bi, if iNfNp <
I < iNfNp+Nf -1,Vi C {O,1,...,Nd -1}, and §i = 0
otherwise. The number of frames per modulation symbol is
Nf, whereas the number of chips per frame is denoted by
Np. The pulse grouping operation boils down to placing pulses
at the beginning of every modulation symbol bi. This insures
orthogonality of the users' signals before passing them through
z(t)z(t -Ts)dt,
(5)
the channel since chip interleaving will be operating on the
same initial conditions for every user.
The following step is chip interleaving Ulp: x >-lp(x), where i is the symbol index and z is a subsequence of z with
where the size of the interleaver is denoted by Lp. The length Nf Np corresponding to one symbol of duration T, In
mapping Ulp is user-dependent. In general, a sequence Ulp(x) our system setup, for the case of FR, a resulting sequence of
is obtained by partitioning sequence x into subsequences of real values written as = (Yo, Y1, ..., YNd,1) is passed through
length Lp and applying rlp on every subsequence. Here, rlp a threshold detector yielding a sequence of binary values Yb
1 ],where [x] is equal to 1for x > 0 and O for x < 0.
is applied on the sequence s yielding a sequence of interleaved
For
case of SOC coding, the sequence of real values y
chips v = Ilp(s) =(vo, v1, ..., UN-1). As compared with [13], is fedthedirectly
to the soft-input Viterbi decoder. In general,
polarity randomization is not considered here. The transmitted
is decoded with a decoding function 4(Yb)
the
sequence
Yb
signal waveform for one data packet from user i is thus given
a
decoded
bit sequence Cu = (aio, 1, .., UN. -1)yielding
by
N-1
C. SOC Coding and FR
S('t) (t) = E Vi( )W(tO- T ),
(1)
Two particular cases of the ICM scheme are investigated,
i=O
one further referred to as a UWB-IR system with SOC coding,
for which k = 1, n > 1, and Nf = 1, and the second, further
where w (t) denotes the transmitted pulse of duration Tw.

~o(x)

-
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Fig. 1. Diagram showing the modeled UWB-IR receiver architecture. The acronyms BPF and NLNA stand for a bandpass filter and non-linear amplifier,
whereas PDGR and TF denote pulse de-grouping and time filtering operations.

* Each sequence consists of unique values required for the
interleaver's one-to-one mapping operation.
* High level of orthogonality between the sequences is
ensured to avoid catastrophic collisions and minimize the
multi-access interference.
For the purpose of our analysis, we have chosen hyperbolic
congruence and random sequences. The former are known
to have very good auto- and cross-correlation properties [15]
and a defined structure that can be easily implemented in the
system. Interleavers based on the latter, however, provide good
BER performance but lack of compact representation.
Hyperbolic congruence sequences: The placement operator
is defined as [16]

referred to as a UWB-IR system with frame repetition, in
which there is no coding scheme applied, i.e., k = n = 1
and Nf > 1. In order to allow a fair comparison between the
two schemes, we ensure an equal number of transmitted pulses
per information bit by setting the length of the SOC code, n,
equal to the number of frames per symbol of the FR scheme,
Nf.
D. UWB Channel Model
The considered IEEE 802.15.3a UWB channel model is a
modified Saleh-Velenzuela (S-V) model. The channel impulse
response is given by [14]
L

h(t)

=

X

M

S

1=1 m=l

acm ,16 (t- T-Tm,i),

(6)

T(i)

a

(mod p'),

1 < a,i <p' -1,

(7)

where L is the number of clusters, M is the number of paths where p' is a prime number, a is the sequence index, and i
within a cluster, and am,l is the multipath gain coefficient of is the sequence element index. The cardinality of the set of
the m-th path corresponding to the l-th cluster. T1 is the delay sequences equals p' -1. 1 /i is the unique inverse of i in the
of the l-th cluster and Tm,l is the delay of the m-th path relative Galois field GF(p') and can be calculated as [17]
to the l-th cluster arrival time Tl. Shadowing is represented by
1=
-2 (mod p').
(8)
the lognormal term X, where 20 log(X) Xc Normal(O, o2).
In this paper, however, we do not model shadowing, thus
III. INTERLEAVER PROPERTIES
X = 1. We refer to the channel scenario CM3 that represents
a non-line-of-sight transmission with distances between the A. Delays and Latency
The delay function of an interleaver, A(i), is defined as
transmitter and the receiver ranging from 4 to 10 m. For
information on the channel description, the reader is requested
o
h Z = 2s
, ...b Lpa .
c Zt
(9)
ein(tee = oIp(i)e
to study [14].
The interleaver operation can thus be described as
E. Interleaver Sequence Design
(10)
y (0 x (i A (0).
Orthogonal sequencing is employed in the design of the
chip interleaver whose purpose is to intersperse the pulses An example of operation of an interleaver is shown in Table
corresponding to all users for all the symbols transmitted. I. The minimum delay is defined as
A unique sequence indicating the reordering mapping of
Amin = inf A (i),
(1 1)
the chips periodically repeated for the whole data packet is
iez
assigned to each user. However, unlike in conventional timehopping applications, pulses dispersed through interleaving whereas the maximum delay is
are generally not in time consecutive order. This introduces
iAmax = sup A(i).
(12)
time diversity allowing for spreading of bursty errors caused
iez
by fading over several code words. Both time and frequency The characteristic delay is given by
hopping codes may be used for this application, provided that
A\ = Amax Amin.
(13)
they adhere to the following constraints:
=

-
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TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF OPERATION OF AN INTERLEAVER
i
H(i)
A (i)

[ 1

2

3 1 4

5
-4

1
1

8
-5

5
3
2

10
-6

6
2
4

4001

...

Interleaver | Lp
Random
400
Hyperbolic 400

100
300

...
...

100 F

TABLE II
INTERLEAVER PARAMETERS

a1)
U,
co

0

-372.4
-367.8

384.6
382.8

] S T
1
1

100

Random, Lp 100

90

90

80

80

70

0

A
757
750.6

Amin T Amax |

-Y
0.81
0.65

Hyperbolic, Lp 100

70

60

0
0~

60

507

a)

50

U)

40

40

0

30

30

20
10

20
10

00

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

0

10

20

30

40

Input separation

50

60

70

80

90

100

Input separation

Fig. 2. The input-output separation spectrum of a random interleaver. The
input separation is i -j whereas the output separation is IIH(i)- H(j) .
For clarity of the figure, the length of the interleaver equals Lp = 100.

Fig. 3. The input-output separation spectrum of a hyperbolic interleaver with
p' = 101, a = 1, and Lp = 100. A random circular shift is applied.

B. Dispersion
The randomness of an interleaver can be measured by the
dispersion parameter. The normalized dispersion is given by
[18]

Recently, a slight modification of the above definition was
proposed that refers to the triangular spread. Since spread
parameters of the interleavers considered in this paper equal
1, we will not introduce the new definition here. An interested
reader is advised to study [20].

I)T

=

l{(A\, Ai\ Ax

=<j

-

=
i,y(LI(L)

Lp}l(Lp(Lp

1<i < j <

12(i),

- 1)72),

D. Hamming Correlation
The Hamming cross-correlation returns the number of coincidences or hits, between the sequences for relative time delay
and is given by

(14)

A low value
where the cardinality of a set is denoted by
of dispersion means that the interleaver is very regular. The
smallest value of the dispersion is achieved by the identity
permutation. The maximum dispersion value of a = 1 is
achieved by interleavers based on Costas arrays [18].
.

T

LP-1
Aa,b (T) =

-j

<S

where

P1(i)

1(j)l

and

b

are

(17)

bi+T,

two sequences of an interleaver and
-

=

0,

I1,

if ai &

if

a'i

=

6i+r

(18)

6i+T

Please note that in (17) and (18), the sequence b is being circularly shifted with a relative time delay For hyperbolic and
random sequences the normalized Hamming cross-correlation
T.

is

given by

(15)

LP-1
A

The
> S.

a

1i o bi+i

the design imposes that
-

ai °

i=O

C. Spread
The spread of an interleaver is a measure of the distance
between interleaved symbols that were "close" to each other
before interleaving. The design of an interleaver characterized
by the square spread parameter S guarantees that if two input
symbols to the interleaver P1 are within a distance Sl, they
cannot be mapped in such a way that a distance between the
output symbols is less than S2, and usually Si = S2 = S
[19]. Thus considering two indices i and j such that
0<
:i

E

(16)

mean

L

E
P T=O

value of normalized Hamming cross-correlation of

the sequences examined in this paper
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(19)

Aab (T).

equals

A

2.5.

10-3

-

*

10

nUsers = 4, no ICM
nUsers= 4, hyperbolic ICM, L = 400

10'

nUsers = 4, random ICM, L = 400
*-nUsers=
3, no ICM

nUsers= 3,
nUsers= 3,
nUsers= 2,
OR nUsers = 2,
2,
I nUsers=
nUsers= 1,
nUsers= 1,
nUsers= 1,

10-

hyperbolic ICM, L = 400
random ICM, L = 400
no ICM
hyperbolic ICM, L = 400
random ICM, L = 400
no ICM
hyperbolic ICM, L = 400
random ICM, L = 400

10-

LU 1 0
co

LL 10'

10

10-'

10-

co

4

10

Eb/No (dB)
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114

1

1166

4
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8
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Eb/No (dB)

12

14
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Fig. 4. The bit error rate of UWB-IR systems with SOC coding and with or
without ICM. Two types of length Lp = 400 sequences considered, namely
hyperbolic and random.

Fig. 5.
The bit error rate of UWB-IR systems with FR and with or
without ICM. Two types of length Lp = 400 sequences considered, namely
hyperbolic and random.

indicating on average one hit for the whole sequence length
Lp = 400. We have also calculated the average mean square
aperiodic correlation functions defined in [21] and for all of the
sequences investigated in this paper, the values were similar.

For interferers, the value of a determining the sequence is
pseudorandomly chosen from the set { 1, 2, ..., U- 1}. In order
to model a situation that takes place often in practice that
none of the users starts its transmission at the same time as
the others, a random circular shift is added to the sequences.
Perfect power control is assumed, i.e., powers of the signals
corresponding to every active user are equal. The data rates
of the considered synchronous UWB-IR systems are identical
and the bandwidth expansions introduced by SOC coding and
FR are equal.
Fig. 4 and 5 show the BER performance of scarcely populated UWB-IR systems with and without the ICM technique
when the total number of users U = 1, 2, 3, or 4. As can be
seen from both figures, the best BER performance is achieved
when there is only one active user in the system. Increasing the
number of active users worsens the BER. For U > 1, when
Eb/NO values are high, Fig. 4 and 5 reveal an error floor
indicating that the performance is determined by the MUI,
ISI, and IPI types of interference rather than the noise. The
only exception is an U = 2 multi-user UWB-IR system with
ICM and SOC coding applied, for which, for the BER range
as in the figures, we do not observe the error floor. For the
parameter setting as in our system model, i.e., the number
of chips per frame, Np = 6, the length of the SOC code,
n = 8, and the number of frames per symbol, Nf = 8, the
maximal number of users is 6. However, when considering
target BER values lower than 10-2, we notice that the maximal
number of users served by the UWB-IR system with the
ICM technique and SOC coding or FR applied is 3 or 2,
respectively. This observation may suggest that for multi-user
scenarios with high data rate transmissions (>1OOMbps) over
multipath fading channels, channel codes much stronger than
SOC are required, especially for UWB-IR systems based on
a single delay branch differential autocorrelation receiver. As

E. Input-Output Separation Spectrum
Fig. 2 and 3 present the input-output separation spectra
(IOSS) of a random and hyperbolic interleaver, respectively.
These graphs represent two-dimensional histograms with the
axes being the separation for all possible element-pairs at
the input and output of the interleaver. The IOSS indicates
the level of randomness of an interleaver since the fewer
the possible combinations of the element-pairs, the more
structured the interleaver is. As can be observed from Fig. 2
and 3, the IOSS of the two considered interleavers look similar,
however, with slight superiority with respect to the randomness
level of the random interleaver. The parameters of interleavers
under examination averaged over five realizations are gathered
in Table II. We observe small differences in values of the delay
functions. Furthermore, the value of the dispersion of a random
interleaver is larger indicating the higher level of randomness
of this type of interleaver. This fact is also visible when
comparing Fig. 2 with 3. The spread of the two considered
types of interleavers equals one.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION

The performance of scarcely populated high data rate
(125Mbps) UWB-IR systems is evaluated through Monte
Carlo simulations with 40 independent channel realizations
and 2000 information bits in every packet. Our assumption
is that the channel is stationary during transmission of one
data packet. For every channel realization a unique sequence is
assigned to the intended user in order to eliminate performance
dependence on the selected sequences and average the results.
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illustrated in both figures, for a single user scenario, the coding
gain introduced by the ICM technique is about I dB at the
10-4 BER level and increases significantly with the number
of users, however, with the price of the higher BER. The
time-filtering operation performed at the receiver introduces
a significant improvement in the BER performance that may
be visible when comparing Fig. 4 and 5 with Fig. 4 in [13].
For both methods of protection against errors, i.e., SOC coding
and FR, hyperbolic and random chip interleaving yield similar
BER performance. This phenomena has its roots in similar
values of interleaver parameters. Moreover, for both interleaver
types, the most important parameter, i.e., spread equals S = 1.
It is imperative to point out here that interleavers based on hyperbolic congruence sequences do not have major drawbacks
of random interleavers, i.e., lack of compact representation
that could lead to simple implementation and lack of adequate
analysis.
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V. CLOSING COMMENTS

We have evaluated the BER performance of scarcely populated high data rate coded UWB-IR systems operating on
multipath fading channels. We have proposed a design of a
deterministic chip interleaver for the ICM technique based on
hyperbolic congruence sequences. We have also reviewed the
main parameters of the random and hyperbolic interleavers.
Our results indicate that the proposed type of the interleaver
yields similar performance to the random interleavers but with
the advantage of simpler implementation. We have also found
that high data rate UWB-IR systems based on a single delay
branch differential autocorrelation receiver perform poor in
multipath fading channels, allowing, for the target BER levels
lower than 10-2, to serve up to 3 or 2 active users for SOC
coding or FR, respectively.
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